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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Tarot cards have been a staple of
the divination market for years, as has been the I-Ching, numerology, astrology, tea-leaf reading
and palmistry. More recently runes have joined these and become very popular. In 1982 Ralph Blum
s The Book of Runes started the trend and a wide variety of books on reading runes is now available.
Almost as old as tarot cards are the dominoes, the first records of their use being found in China in
the early twelfth century. Although today familiar to most people only as a game, dominoes were
originally used by the Chinese for divination and fortune-telling. The reading of dominoes comes
under the heading of sortilege and, as such, can be traced back to early Greek and Roman methods
of divining the future. Divination with dominoes would seem to be a natural follow-on to the
popularity of runes. Domino sets are much more readily available than are runes, which are usually
manufactured solely for divination use. To be able to do similar readings but with such an
accessible tool could not...
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This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Keanu Johns-- Keanu Johns

This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch-- Tobin Lesch
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